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so, what exactly does killzone 2 do right? well, the answer is the core gameplay. the game plays like a basic first person shooter; the movement itself is fairly simple (it works), but the amount of brain steam that the game demands is quite a bit more than your average shoot-em-up. killzone 2 makes use of a cover system that is essentially the same as
halo's, except that you have to take a second to shift yourself. oh, and there are also weapon load-outs that affect your cover: longer-range weapons require a bit of distance; more ammo, however, means you can stick in there and snipe. weapon unlocks spawn an array of new guns as you venture further and further in-game, which is a nice nod to the
progression system. in other words, killzone 2 is a game of cover and gadgetry, and it works. the gameplay is actually fairly easy, but the tricky one is the cover system, which is actually one of the game's most rewarding aspects. everything is well-balanced and interactive, unlike like in the lord of the rings online, where you tend to drift around at the

whim of your environment. another problem area is the weak level design, and while you never get up on the roof of your apartment/safe house very often, you do get to a roof once too often. similarly, the helghast can be annoying sometimes as they are the enemies who are the most willing to ram their shields into you while you're trying to take cover.
some of the levels in killzone 2 are like an ultraviolent show-down. fortunately, the security of the cover system allows you to sit back and enjoy the carnage. the best part is the gameplay is still entertaining even towards the end of the campaign, when the x-ray shield is used which gives you an alien's vision of the battlefield (and the helghast's bloodlust),

much like aliens. another interesting moment in the game is your growing relationship with the chairman as you make the journey through helghan to assassinate him. during the course of the game, you discover which side of the war you want to be on, but you do eventually have to make your choice.
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the storyline is set on a future version of helghan, which has been taken over by the brutal and devilishly intelligent helghan revolt, led by a mysterious so called prophet
that communicates through television. the entire human race is to be exterminated. the protagonists of killzone 2, joe and vincent, head to helghan to find the prophet,

along with other survivors and a couple of loyal soldiers. killzone 2 has got the most advanced artificial intelligence available in a shooter to date. it follows the player and
constantly anticipates and reacts to the player's actions. the character models are equally as impressive as those in the original killzone. their faces are animated to the

extreme and the game's natural lighting system gives them a realistic radiance. despite being 10 years old the environments themselves are absolutely gorgeous, thanks
to all of the new lighting features, such as soft shadows. as anticipated, the game has a resolution of 720p and the resolution scale is dynamic, meaning that the game can
go above and below the standard definition. given the all-encompassing story, there are also a number of cut-scenes which are also presented in 720p, although they lack
some of the dynamic scaling. the gameplay stays true to the original killzone and the assault rifles in particular perform brilliantly as expected. however, some of the new

features such as the environmental destruction arsenal definitely influence the way in which you play the game, but with this you also get one of the best single-player
campaigns on the ps3. the four main campaigns are incredibly engrossing, and although it's a single-player game there are several different ways to approach each

playthrough. 5ec8ef588b
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